ACROSS
1, 4 Royal dynasty replacing the French kisser in a rescue act (6,8)
9 Last stand (6)
10 Open zip setback for soul singer (8)
11 Go home and go to bed (4,2)
12 The Italian guys, second of which docked somewhere in Spain (2,6)
13 Island that might be part of Majorca or Minorca (3)
14 Relative finally spent a day in the nude (6)
17 Interminable pontoon game? Briefly succeeded for just one round (7)
21 Bloomers making comeback arrived in tea dances (6)
22 Intermittently steady current (3)
26 Possibly count on return of good foreign lover (8)
27 Backing mother and father unit (6)
28 Age ten, yet starts to resume infantile play (8)
29 Female hiding tasteless jewellery in bust? (6)
30, 31 Bad liars in action leading to second referendum outcome for some, perhaps (8,6)

DOWN
1 Pick fruit around Crete, mostly when stoned (8)
2, 23 One benefitting from action taken in roundabout protest (8,6)
3 Knitted garment as part of suit? One to complain about (8)
5 In a rush? On the contrary, it’s said joyfully (6)
6 Take off here, having fled heartlessly (6)
7, 19 Responsible for an issue raised by others? (2,4,8)
8 Friendly and cheerful Ealing cast (6)
12 Photographer chap from French town (7)
15 Mostly accomplished fellow (3)
16 Tool removing a little stone from footwear (3)
18 Comparatively punctual theatre worker (8)
19 See 7
20 Bullshit about a tennis player is unfounded (8)
22 11, say, after exchanging words in jail? (6)
23 See 2
24 Listed old outbuilding? (4-2)
25 Sacred texts of distant races (6)

Solution 16,091